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WEB CONVERSATION SERIES, PODCAST, AND DIGITAL STORY-TELLING 
FEATURING INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS PEOPLE LEADING RIGHT NOW
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GATHER FOR HER INTEGRATED MEDIA SERIES

PowHERhouse has been hosting changemakers since 2013 with foundational roots extending back to 2000.
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CAMPAIGN CONCEPT

NEARLY HALF AN ADULT'S DAY IS GLUED TO MEDIA.*
Media is the most powerful trajectory-shifting vehicle of our generation.

"At 11 hours and 45 minutes, U.S. adults are spending nearly half their day connected to media. 
Smaller screens are dominating with adults under 50. More than any other age group, adults 35 – 49 are
spending time watching media on their smartphones.*"

Healing ourselves, our families, and our planet begins by shifting our narrative, the reference point
of our reality, the story we tell ourselves, and the basis of our beliefs.

*2019 Nielsen Total Audience Report.
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IMPACT MEDIA

Impact Media Portfolio at-a-glance
☑ SHE for HER, integrated media arts platform (beta)
☑ Feed The Fire, 1-Woman Show, launched 2020
☑ FireCircle 2020, Virtual & Live Global Leadership Intensives, ongoing
☑ GATHER FOR HER, integrated impact media series, ongoing
☑ Development & delivery of capacity-building blended learning programs
☑ Content creation & publication of PowHERhouse digital magazine
☑ PowHER TV pilot series, 13 episodes in 2016, PowHER TV 2.0 in 2021
☑ PowHERtalks National Speaker Series, over 200 women on-stage
☑ Two decades of experience producing and promoting live leadership events

POWHERHOUSE BELIEVES THAT IMPACT MEDIA PRODUCTION WILL
FOLLOW IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF IMPACT INVESTING IN THIS DECADE
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THE INVITATION:  IMPACT PARTNER OPPORTUNITY
FALL 2021 - 2022 SEASON

BOLD GOAL According to Erica Chenoweth, a researcher who has studied how massive social and
consciousness shifts happen, it only takes about 3.5% of a population to activate before
all of society changes. We want to be a key part of activating that 3.5%.

BETTER
APPROACH

We believe that in order to fully activate the transformative power of impact media, an
experiential, reciprocal, and interactive trans-media approach is needed where audience
members feel seen and heard as much as we do as the performers, producers, publishers,
and presenters. GATHER FOR HER, now with 34 episodes strong, models this approach.

IMPACT
CHAMPIONS READY

In our upcoming season, we have an opportunity to profile Indigenous and non-Indigenous
leaders. Some of our guests will include Indigenous Innovators from across Canada as we
work to celebrate and amplify the solutions they are bravely creating for their communities.
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SUMMER 2020

IMPACT MEDIA

BUDGET 2021-2022 impact partner (includes audio & video) $35,000 or $50,000, including April
2021 FireCircle event sponsorship

BENEFITS A partnership with PowHERhouse provides us with an opportunity to work together
to share the GATHER FOR HER ripple across your organization, with your clients, to
your suppliers, and throughout your industry sphere of influence 

MODELLING BETTER Your willingness to partner demonstrates your commitment to a project created
to embody reconciliation-in-action. 

PowHERhouse is currently seeking multi-year impact partners to build momentum
and sustainability around our impact media production vision.

A MULTI-PRONGED PARTNER APPROACH WITH RECOGNITION BENEFITS
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BRAND VALUE As an impact media partner, we work with you to take steps to demonstrate
modelling your values and taking action on your social impact priorities
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SUMMER 2020

IMPACT MEDIA

BE SEEN Our partnership recognition focuses on the process. We provide a tangible way for our
partners to be an active participant in reconciliation-in-action. We provide the HOW.

BE HEARD Partner recognition covers all of the traditional benefits of logo recognition, verbal
acknowledgements, gratitude across social channels, and editorial mentions.

BE THE SOLUTION! Together, we demonstrate the HOW by deliberate weaving your well-aligned priorities
and people into a process and  initiative that models reconciliation-in-action. 

PowHERhouse creative team members, audience members, and guests represent a diverse
group of Indigenous and non-Indigenous women who place priority 
on healing the people of this planet.

WE PRACTICE DELIBERATE WEAVING TO FULLY RECOGNIZE OUR PARTNERS
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BE VALUED As an impact media partner, you receive grassroots, on-the-ground engagement, outreach,
and amplification opportunities. You become part an active part of the solution.
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IMPACT MEDIA
TESTIMONIALS
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"GATHER for HER is one of the most powerful places on
this Earth. Why?  One word: It's REAL. 

It's the first time in my life I can truly show up as myself without
hiding, holding back, pretending. 

Nothing can be born until it is received. Charlene, Tina,
Christina and Sharon have created a container to receive in all
ways. 

Rematriation, the feminine process celebrated.

SHE flows, mysterious tributaries, ley lines, each junction vital. SHE
is the blood in our veins, and GFH is the heart. Each beat drawing us
home to our source, Indigenous wisdom, our center. Circulating our
essences back out into the world. SHE knows as above so below,
interstellar/intercellular, form without flow is dead matter.

I found home through the deep truths of women at GATHER for
HER. Like pieces of a puzzle, SHE's coming back together and
reclaiming her place." 

~ Kristin Walker
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REIMAGING ALL THAT IS POSSIBLE,
TOGETHER
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